
PA Asset Disposition – Post Session Report 
This online session will cover the DPAS Disposition process in the Property Accountability (PA) 
module. The concepts to be covered will include: a demonstration of the DPAS Disposition process, 
including forms generation, UII requirements, business rules and the Reversal process. 
 

Presented by: 

Craig Corwin IT Specialist 

Q&A: 

Duane Gore IT Training Specialist 

Scott Milewski IT Training Specialist 

Recording Location: 
DPAS Support: https://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/index.php/training/webinar-archive/380-

asset-management Search for the webinar title. 
(Note: the link will only play the newest webinar on this topic) 

Screenshot: 
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Session Statistics: 
Session Date 4/8/2015  

Number of Registered Attendees 151 
Number of Internal Attendees 6 

 

Poll Results: 

Did you find the content in this webinar useful? –  77 Responses 
Answer  Percent 
Extremely Useful – I learned a useful technique or tip  40% 
Somewhat Useful – This content was not new for me but is useful  54% 
Not Useful – I did not learn anything new  3% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  3% 
 
How would you rate the presentation? i.e. Speaker, Format –  81 Responses 
   
Answer  Percent 
Excellent – I would highly recommend this presentation to others  24% 
Good - I enjoyed this format and the interaction  46% 
Okay - The presentation needed some improvement  24% 
Poor - The presentation underperformed for me  6% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  0% 
 
What topic would you be most interested in for a future webinar? –  239 Responses 
   
Answer  Percent 
PA Dispositions  15% 
PA Receiving   21% 
PA Transfers  23% 
PA Updates  23% 
PA IT Management  12% 
CIP  10% 
Government Furnished Property (GFP)  34% 
Inquiries   27% 
Inventory   39% 
IUID – in Depth  27% 
MU Dispatch  6% 
MU Work Order   6% 
MU FAST  3% 
RFID Basics  10% 
WAWF  26% 
Warehouse Management Module  7% 
OTHER - I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  4% 
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Participant Questions and Comments: 
 
Question: Does DPAS update IUID registry with the Disposal transaction? 
Answer: Yes. DPAS reports lifecycle events to the IUID Registry as long as a UII is associated. 
 
Question: What is the difference between a Turn-In and a Disposal? 
Answer: Even though both can be used, Turn-In has an extra step.  The Turn-In is used by some 
organizations to place the asset in a separate area before the asset is actually disposed. An example 
would be in the National Capital Region (NCR), sites Turn-In the asset(s) to the NCR and then the NCR 
disposes of them. 
 
Question: Does the Write-Off checkbox trigger depreciation to fully depreciate an asset prior to 
disposal transaction? 
Answer: The Write-Off checkbox allows the system to fully depreciate the asset at the time of 
Disposition. 
 
Question: What is the meaning of Write Off again? 
Answer: A Write Off accounts for the undepreciated value of the asset at the time of Disposition. 
 
Question: Will a Report of Survey Disposition generate a form? 
Answer: The form will be generated once the process has been completed using the Document 
Number in the Form Generation process. 
 
Question: What form is generated? 
Answer: A Report of Survey Disposition will generate either a DD1150 or a DD1348. 
 
Question: Is that the new Report of Survey form? 
Answer: DPAS provides the most current version of these reports. 
 
Question: Is the purpose of the DODAAC of Record to report who is claiming the loss? 
Answer: The DoDAAC represents the address of the entity who is disposing of the asset. 
 
Question: After the disposal transaction is complete, is there anything that is sent to Contracting to 
modify the contract? 
Answer: There is no connection to a Contracting system to notify the Contractor of the disposal. 
 
Question: Isn't DPAS using the newer version of the DD1150? 
Answer: The Form is dated April 2013. 
 
Question: These DD1348s are for local use only, correct?  My experience is DLA will only accept a DD-
1348 approved by them via their ETID system. 
Answer: The DD Form 1348-1A produced by DPAS should be acceptable for DLA Disposition Services, 
but it is up to DLA to determine acceptance. 
 
Question: Is there a wait time between disposing of and reversing the transaction? 
Answer: There is not a wait time between the disposing and reversing of the transaction. 
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Question: After the Document Number has been generated and printed with 6 like assets with the 
same stock number and the DD 1149/1348 forms have been printed and an asset is pulled from the 
Disposition, is there a way you can reprint the Document Number with only the 5 assets? 
Answer: The Document Number records the transaction as it was created, a Reversal will not be 
reflected. 
 
Question: When doing a Reversal can you change the Custodian Number or must it be returned to 
the original Custodian Number? 
Answer: The asset is reversed to the Custodian at the time of Disposition, but it can be changed after 
the Reversal is complete. 
 
Question: After preparation of 1348-1a should we remove a tagged number before DRMO? 
Answer: I am uncertain what you mean by removing a tagged number. If you are referring to a UII, 
the UII remains with the asset for its entire life cycle. 
 
Question:  The question is should we remove the tagged number out from an equipment or furniture 
before DRMO. 
Answer: No, tag removal is not necessary. 
 
Question: Can you do an asset Reversal if you Administrative Adjustment (AAR) an asset? 
Answer: The Reversal will work for any Disposition action. 
 
Question: My DRMO requires a name and phone number added to each DD 1348-1a. 
Answer: You can add that information to it in the Remarks field.  However if you add the information 
in the address module, some of the information will appear on the form 
 
Question: When do you use which method?  What are the accounts that post? 
Answer: There is a reference document in the File Share pod which describes the various Types of 
Disposition. 
 
Question: Is the DAISY link to DRMO functional for the Excess Process (Disposition - Transfer to 
DRMS)? 
Answer: The DAISY interface has been discontinued. Its replacement is still under construction. 
 
Question: In our office, for their own records contractors use the stand alone DD Form 1149 to show 
that the assets were turned in. 
Answer: If you have the assets on your property book, you would need to dispose of them in DPAS. If 
it was GFP, it would have to be returned from the contractor before being disposed of. 
 
Question: If contractor disposes of GFP thru PCARSS (so that IUID registry is updated for the 
disposal), what actions should be taken in DPAS for the item if it is on loan through DPAS? 
Answer: The item would need to be returned so it has a Loan Cd of G - Government Owned and then 
it can be disposed of. 
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Question: Once the item is reversed then you would have to do a transfer to assign it to a different 
Custodian correct? 
Answer: Correct 
 
Question: What was the purpose of the Designate button? 
Answer: That button is used to initiate the disposal. The actual Disposition must be approved by a 
person with a higher role. For example a Custodian might be able to initiate the Disposition action but 
it will be up to the APO or Property Administrator to approve the action. 
 
Question: Which method do you use if the asset is accidentally put in twice (and you don't want to 
post a loss) or if you make a mistake during the entry & you just want to remove it? 
Answer: You would use the Administrative Adjustment - AAR to remove the asset.  However for a 
serialized asset, an error would occur if you tried to add it with the same stock number/serial number 
combination or asset id. 
 
Question: if the Disposition is based upon a completed DD200 - would that document be uploaded 
into DPAS for the Asset?  The completed DD200 could contain sensitive information which one would 
not want to post to DPAS. 
Answer: If the DD200 has sensitive information, we would not want you to attach it to the disposal 
record in DPAS. The DPAS forms should contain the information for turn-ins. 
 
Question: Why isn't email a mandatory field a requirement when adding an address? 
Answer: It was not deemed necessary in the Address Add Update Delete process. 
 
Question: Reference question on GFP disposal thru PCARSS, do you think the DPAS transactions 
showing the loan return and then disposal will create an audit issue? 
Answer: At this point we do not feel this will be an issue because the IUID Registry would already 
show the disposal but your APSR (DPAS) still needs to balance its assets. 
 
Question: Who has access to be able to change the Loan Cd to G - Govt Owned? 
Answer: Anyone who has a role which includes full Asset Update. 
 
Question: Assets I enter on the ETIDs generated by the DLA site I visit are by NSNs of the same type - 
i.e. printer, copier etc.  Although I list all of the Asset IDs on these ETIDs, will DPAS allow us to select 
more than one asset at a time without entering other NSNs? 
Answer: You can select several assets by either NSNs or by Asset ID as long as they are associated to 
the same Document Number. 
 
Question: If you designate an item for disposal can you print the DD 1348? 
Answer: Yes, the form is available to be generated after successful designation for Disposition. 
 
Question: If we upload the form 200 investigative information, when we dispose of an asset, are we 
still required to retain the hard copies as KSD's? 
Answer: That would be a decision for your security personnel as they would be responsible for audit 
records. 
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Question: Which roles are authorized to perform a Reversal in DPAS? 
Answer: Accountable Property Officer / Property Administrator (APO/PA). 
 
Question: Who determines the depreciation values of an asset? 
Answer: The depreciation is based on the Acquisition Cost of the asset and the depreciation period 
and method. 
 
Question: Is there a test database available that users could practice on to maintain and/or sharpen 
their skills?  Thank you. 
Answer: Yes, your Configuration Control Board member, typically your Agency Officer, can request 
access to the TRAIN site for this purpose.  
 
Question: What will be the Disposal action for a trade-in and for a trade-in in-place? 
Answer: We do not have a direct "Trade-in" disposal option, but I believe Sale would be the closest. 
 
Question: How does the DLA LTDD eTools process play into DPAS accounting process? 
Answer: Currently there is no interface between the DLA LTDD and DPAS for accounting. 
 
Question: Is there a certificate or some other acknowledgement that I attended this class for CEU 
credit? 
Answer: There is no certificate for the webinar series. 
 
Question: Is there a module that explains how to loan assets to a non-government agency? 
Answer: This process is done in the Asset Update process. If you need further assistance please 
contact the DPAS Call Center. 
 
Question: Then is the contract to print a copy of the form and give it to us? How would taking the 
item off the system work? 
Answer: Yes, this information must be relayed to the APO/PA to perform the Disposition action in the 
DPAS system. 
 
Question:  When disposing of non-ADP items like furniture, workstation, and furnishings, do we need 
any documentation even if they were dismantled and placed in a recycling container? 
Answer: This is a decision for the Agency to set the level of tracking required. 
 
Question:  Do you have a document that provides the accounting event associated with each disposal 
method? The Ref Doc only provides narrative but not accounting event numbers. 
Answer: We have an internal crosswalk of the Accounting Event numbers and the DPAS processes. It 
will be posted to the Support Site for soon. 
 
Question: Would like to see a class that explains the automatic updates that occur between WAWF, 
the DCMA tools PCARSS and LTDD, and DPAS to understand efficiencies we can gain. 
Answer: Thank you for your input. 
 
Question: Additional Webinar topic: Higher Assemblies 
Answer: Thank you, it is noted. 
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Question: Would be interested in a software receiving & tracking webinar. 
Answer: Thank you for your input. 
 
Question: I would like to see a class on Authorizations relative to Receiving and Transfers in addition 
to the ones marked above. 
Answer: Thank you, it is noted. 
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